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expressed in the words: " Ah! in some far distant spring
thou wert my sister or my wife."
Rider Haggard and Benoit go back to Greece and to Egypt
in order to do justice to this historical feeling.
Strangely enough, so far as my experience goes, the
animus seems to be lacking in this mystical sense of historicity.
It might almost be said that he busies himself more with
the present and the future. He has nomothetical inclina-
tions ; he prefers to speak of things as they should be, or
at least to give an apodictic judgment about just the most
obscure and controversial things, and, moreover, in such
definite terms that the woman is relieved of all further and,
possibly, painful reflection.
Once again, I can explain this difference only as a com-
pensatory contrast. Man, in his conscious activity, plans
ahead and seeks to create the future; whereas it is specifically
feminine to belabour the mind with such questions as, who
was somebody's great great aunt. It is just this feminine
genealogical tendency, however, that comes out very clearly
in Rider Haggard, with English sentiment, while in Benoit
the same tendqpcy appears with a piquant admixture of the
chronique familiale et scandaleuse. The intimation of the
idea of re-incarnation in the form of an irrational feeling
is very strongly bound up with the anima; while in certain
cases a woman will consciously avow such feelings, if she is
not too much under the domination of man's rationalism.
The historical feeling has the characteristic of significance
and fateftflhess; it therefore leads directly to the problems
of immortality and divinity. Even the rationalistic, sceptical
Benoit describes those who have died of love as being preserved
for eternity by a specially effective method of mummification,
not to mention the full-blown mysticism of Rider Haggard
in The Return of She—altogether a psychological document
of the first rank.
Since the animus in itself is neither a feeling nor an inclina-
tion, the aspect I have here described is completely lacking to

